The SDC vocational skills development portfolio in 2017

This map shows SDC’s implementation projects with expenditures related to vocational skills development in 2017 or selected projects of other sectors with substantial active VSD components in 2017.
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Total
- Countries 2017: 45
- Projects 2017: 90
- Expenditures 2017: 38.3m

Data: Natural Earth Data, SDC webEDA, SDC statistical office, kek.ch (replication key: 01_calculate_expenses)
Regional remarks:
1. The boundaries and names shown, as well as the designations used on this map, do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by Switzerland.
2. SDC Priority Countries (without Humanitarian Aid) according to the definition from May 2017.
3. Expenditure data reflects transfers from the SDC to project implementers in 2017.
Calculation of expenses for VSD activities based on DAC guidelines.
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